
 

 

Last week of term! And of school life for some! A flurry of activity has taken

form in the closing weeks of term; the Junior Year’s Pirate Day, F1 and 2

House Tennis, the F5 Post-Exam Programme, and the eagerly-anticipated

Leaver’s Week! This is also the last edition of Quarantimes that I’ll be

overlooking; the role of Editor-In-Chief will be passed onto the current

Deputy Editor, Sahar Jafferbhoy (F4). Isla Watson (F4) and Zara Taylor (F4)

will take the place of Co-Deputy’s for session 21/22! I wish them all the best,

and have complete confidence in their ability to lift the newsletter to new

levels! The annual Sports Day(s) took place last week, with Lindores at the

top of the podium (whooo go Lindores!) and it was wonderful to see

everyone from L1 to F6 having a blast in the relay, sack and three-legged

races. F5’s spent a day at Lendrick Muir, taking part in team-building

activities in preparation for their new F6 prefect positions, and our Senior

Prefect Handover Lunch was very much enjoyed! (Domino’s pizza was

definitely a good choice on Mrs Watson’s part!). And, for my last edition as

Chief Editor, I’d like to give Mrs Tevendale a huge thanks for conceptualising

the idea for a school paper, Mr Mutch for proofreading and publishing each

edition, Sahar for being the BEST Deputy Editor I could ever wish for, and all

of the hardworking columnists, artists and teachers that have contributed

since the birth of Quarantimes last March! It’s been a wonderful run, and I

hope to see the newsletter go further than ever under the new team! Over

and out! :,) 
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Dr Taylor is so

enthusiastic about

Chemistry that all school

tours go via his classroom,

he needs very little

persuasion to set

something on fire and all

of you that have been

taught by him will 
remember those explosions for years to come!

He throws himself into everything he does

including skating, horse riding and cycling, and

his willingness to give anything a try is

something we will never forget. He has helped

so many of you in class, and many more on

Duke of Edinburgh expeditions, and I hope you

all join us in wishing him good luck as he moves

to Norfolk.

Mr Higgins  

HSD Chemistry Department  

Professional, warm,
compassionate, hugely
organised, a highly respected
and outstanding teacher and
leader, Mrs Laird-Portch has
taken the Business Education
Department from one that few
pupils knew much about to one
of the fastest growing in the
school. This has been down to
not only her passion for
teaching Business and
Economics, but also ensuring
that every pupil whether they
are in her subject classes or
tutor group is looked after and
cared for. As well as her work in
the department, she fully
believes in the transformative
power of the integrated
curriculum and has been
involved with Duke of
Edinburgh, Athletics, and the
Ski Trip. In leaving the High
School, Mrs Laird-Portch has
done a phenomenal job leading
the department, it has been
testament to her commitment
that pupils always walk through
her door with a smile and spring
in their step. We wish her all the
best at Strathallan, they are
truly getting a first-class Head of
Department.



Disney +

The Class of 1921 went out and changed the world after a

global pandemic; I know that you, the Class of 2021, will do

just that. 

 

You have faced the ultimate challenge of a global lockdown,

cutting into all those rights of passage. The events,

celebrations, routines and certainties, pushed aside and in its

place uncertainty and often anxiety. It has been

extraordinarily challenging. As you find yourselves at the end

of this chapter, I want you to know that we are so proud of all

that you have achieved and the character and core values

that you have demonstrated in your actions and response. 

Along with your teachers you have navigated through

uncertain and often turbulent waters. You have encountered

shifting sands and moving goalposts but you have not given

up. You have found solace in music, dance, arts and crafts,

volunteering, writing and a myriad of other things. You have

worked at your friendships, no matter how difficult this has

been. I hope that as you have had the last term together in

school, those lifelong friendships have been strengthened

and that you will carry them with you as you step into your

future. 

Thank you for all that you have given the school individually

and collectively. For the kindness you have shown, for your

laughter and positivity, for the challenges that you have

presented to us, for your energy, drive ambitions and dreams.

Make sure to stay focused on those and remember we will

always be here to celebrate your successes and support your

endeavours. 

Over the next week, I will have the privilege of paying tribute

to you as a year group and as an exceptional group of young

people. 

 

Live life to the full, don’t regret anything, act with kindness

and compassion always. Class of 2021 go out and change the

world for the better.

The ice cream man - he goes to
sundae school! 

 
 

 Who is in charge of the school
during the summer holidays? 

M r s  H u d s o n  

Who goes to school during the
summer holidays?

Why was the teacher cross-eyed on
the last day of term? 

They lost control of their pupils 

What do maths teachers serve for
dessert over the summer holidays? 

Pi 

Why did the right angled triangle
put the air conditioning on?  

 
 
 

The rulers! 

Thank you to Mrs Watson for all of
her interesting humorous

contributions this past year, which
have not failed to entertain us all,
throughout these very challenging

times :) 

It was 90°



What’s your favourite memory at school?
“Rehearsals for Grease, even though we didn’t get to perform the
show :(“ -Toluwani Idowu
“Falling into a stream (twice!) on Silver DofE! And taking part in
‘Joseph and the Amazing Technicolour Dreamcoat’ in L7” - Laura
Connolly 
“When Mr Kerr brought me cake and hot chocolate for breakfast in
AH Art!” - Jessica Slingsby 

What has been a highlight of Form 6? 
“The giggles in lab periods and the study room!” - Malavikha
Sudarshan
“Graduation/Leaver’s Week” - Mohammad Kouli
”Free periods!” - Everyone  

What will you miss most about HSD?
“Form 1 Maths Squad! If you know, you know ;)” - Catriona Taylor
“Seeing everyone all the time” - Katie MacDougall
“All the friends and memories I’ve made :,)” - Roudah Khan
  

I don’t think we realised how much the familiarity of the
pillars, the camaraderie with our teachers and the

assurance that we’d see our friends everyday meant to us,
until we had to prepare ourselves to leave them behind.

However, friendships aren’t just contained within the school
gates; far from it, actually, extending worldwide and often
gaining strength as time goes on. Making new friends is a

necessary, but perhaps slightly intimidating factor of
moving on, as is saying farewell to parents, pets and your

home. As Sahar describes on the next page, change is
inevitable, and can be reacted to positively. I’ve loved my

time at HSD, and can assure you that I am NOT the same as
my F1-self. And neither are any of my classmates. We’ve all
changed - in looks and personality... - to reach where we
are now, and there’s still so much more for us to explore!

Here’s to the end of school, and to a very exciting future for
each of us!

This week’s Quarantine/Quarantimes Quick-Fire takes a different format, where several of the
current Form 6 pupils have provided varying responses to a short selection of questions :) 

Editor, Malavikha Sudarshan



Laura Connolly

I think the best advice I’ve ever gotten, in my not so

very long life, is from the school’s very own walking-

talking inspirational quote book - aka Mr Clarke. It

goes something along the lines of not being afraid

of change. Change happens; often regardless of

whether we want it to or not. Although it may not

seem like it at the time, life is like a jigsaw - things

all seem to settle into place eventually. The other

half of this advice, was that sometimes it’s good to

make a change; to go out into the world and

change something that you believe should be

different.  

Change is not scary. It may seem it, but it’s not. My

whole life, I’ve always shied away from change, and

refused to accept it. I’ve driven myself to extreme

lengths just to avoid it, yet inevitably it always

comes around, and more often than not good

things come from it. It is something that makes the

world go round, and encourages positive actions

and behaviours in the future. Rather than fearing it,

we should embrace it. 

It’s now June 18th, another end of an era. L7’s move

up into High School, each year group progresses

higher readying themselves for SQA exams, and

F6’s finish their school journey, 13 years on from the

beginning. For everyone, these things bring huge

changes, yet these changes bring fantastic

opportunities.

Whether you believe me more, or Mr Clarke more,

please don’t run from change. Open your eyes,

embrace it, and you never know, something great

might happen! 

You may have heard everyone
talking about the Euros but what
actually are they? The Euros or
the UEFA European Football
Championships as it is formally
known is a senior men’s football
competition that determines the
continental football champion of
Europe. The Euros have been
held every four years since 1960,
except for 2020, when it was
postponed to 2021 due to COVID-
19.
 
24 teams qualify for the
competition and are put into 6
different groups. Each team plays
everyone in their group and the
teams that finish 1st and 2nd get
a guaranteed spot into the round
of 16, 4 other teams with the best
statistics such as goal difference
and points earnt from games
won/lost/drawn are used to
determine the lucky 3rd from 4 of
the 6 groups.
 
Although Scotland lost their first
game against Czech Republic we
still have our game against
England tomorrow, let’s hope for
a win.

Sahar Jafferbhoy, Deputy Editor 

UEFA European 

Championshops 
Prithvi Sudarshan



Madihah Chohan 

A Palestinian teenage boy, named Hamza committed suicide in Gaza. Losing his young brother

in the 2008 war in Gaza right in front of his eyes, while playing football. He lost his other

brother in the 2012 war on Gaza. And he lost his father in 2014 from the war on Gaza. Left with

only his mother, he started panicking at the thought of losing the only family member he had

left. Hamza’s mother was killed by the same war machines that killed his entire family. His

whole body and mind hindered by the severe trauma that he threw himself from the 8th floor

of a building. He was just 14 years old!

 

But What is actually going on? And Why should we care? 

Well, let’s travel back to 1939. Or as we commonly remember it as WW2. A deadly war that was

fought between the Allied powers and the Axis Powers. We know this war saw mass human

killing, especially in the Holocaust. The Holocaust, where approximately 2/3 of Europe’s Jewish

population were ethnically cleansed as a result of the Nazi’s regime. This regime captured,

tortured and murdered millions of Jews. This is known as Genocide. One of the gravest crimes

known to man. It is the deliberate murder of humans that belong to a particular nation or

ethnic group in hopes of destroying that nation or group. Throughout our primary and

secondary education we completed tasks talking about the ways we would stand up to these

horrors, and were taught NEVER to let history repeat itself. Well, it’s repeating itself. And if it

wasn’t okay in Nazi Germany, why is it okay in Palestine? 

 

I’ve had many conversations where people have said that “we should listen to both sides of the

story”. And I think to myself, how many times have we read books from a Nazi’s perspective? Or

how many movies have we watched justifying their actions?

In clearer words, if you are silent when it comes to Palestine today, you would’ve been silent at

the time of the Holocaust yesterday.

As we sit here today in our privilege, comfort and safety, there are thousands of Palestinians

and Gazans who are being stripped of the basic human rights that we take for granted. Tens of

hundreds of these people our own age and younger! Who are forced to witness horrors we will

never know of. Dealing with the death of loved ones who have been killed right in front of their

own eyes! Children left as orphans! Teenagers left to be head of the family! Thousand with no

homes!

This is the heartbreaking reality that a genocide is happening right before us.

This is no longer religion against religion. This is the Israeli extremists, zionists ethnically wiping

out Palestinians from their rightful land. 

 

A year ago, when the BLM movement began, it was empowering to see how we all stood

united to make a difference. But now as our own brothers and sisters are crying and begging

for help from the Middle East, we decide to turn a blind eye. Our silence speaks volume!

 

As the famous Nelson Mandela once said: “ But we know too well that our freedom is

incomplete without the freedom of Palestinians”

 

This fight has been going on for decades. And choosing to stay neutral in situations of injustice,

means you have chosen to stand with the oppressors.

 

We must educate ourselves! Raise our voices! And refuse to let history repeat itself! 



 Deputy Editor’s

Note

Mrs Tevendale 

T H E  Q U A R A N T I M E S

T E A M  

Sahar Jafferbhoy  

happy
summer!

 

Best wishes and

congratuations Form 6! You

did it!!! Your High School

career is over, and it’s time

to celebrate! I’m so proud of

everyone - it’s been a

challenging time, but we

made it through :) Have a

fantastic and relaxing

holiday; sunbathe in the

Summer heat; spend time

with your family, and make

some memories. 

I want to take a moment to

wish my best friend, big

‘sister’, and Quarantime’s

Editor-in-Chief

congratulations on

everything she’s achieved.

Malavikha, you’re amazing!

I’m going to miss you, but I

know that your next

chapter awaits and you’re

going to be brilliant! 

I can’t wait to see everyone

else again in the new

school year in August! 

QuaranTimes grew out of a “What if?”
conversation with Malavikha in the earliest
days of what seemed, then, to be a short
lived time of learning at home. Little did we
know it was going to become Term Times,
and then change back again. 
There have been LGBTQ+ editions; a Black
Lives Matter edition which was hard hitting
and contained some magnificent journalism;
articles on the environment; comments on
politics, the law and issues that speak from
the hearts of so many of our wonderful
pupils.There have also been bad jokes;
terrible jokes (sorry Mrs Watson – but they
are) and recipes; there have been cartoons,
art and messages to cheer us all up.  
And through it all, there has been Malavikha.
She has been ably supported by so many
others, and hands over the mantle to Sahar
who has been here throughout. But,
Malavikha is an astonishing young lady and
represents everything that is good about this
school. When I grow up (and according to my
own children, me growing up is unlikely) I
would like to have even a fraction of her
talent, charm and brilliance.
This edition (although she is also modest so
MUST PRINT THIS) is dedicated to Malavikha.


